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Italian Government Cultural Office

BEginnErs
focus: use of social interaction in familiar contexts
There are four classes for Beginners, being levels 1 to 4, and each class lasts 1 
term. They are designed to be taken consecutively and by completion will enable 
students to give and receive personal information in both spoken and written 
forms. It also provides a general overview of Italian culture.
inTErmEdiaTE
focus: spoken & written communication beyond familiar situations
There are 2 intermediate levels which take place for one year each: Intermediate 
1 and Intermediate 2. At this stage there is an increased focus on communication 
for informative and evaluative purposes in both written and spoken forms. In 
addition Italian cultural topics such as cinema, art and literature are discussed.
advancEd
focus: Consolidation of language in any communicative situation
The course at advanced level is ongoing. Productive skills (speaking and writing) 
along with conversation are further developed in both informal and formal 
situations. Authentic documents such as media texts and Italian literature are 
used and analysed during classes.
convErsaTion
Conversation courses are available for intermediate and advanced level students. 
A specific theme is focused upon each week.

for further information regarding language courses and certificates  
please contact the Italian Institute of Culture or consult the Institute 
website: www.iicmelbourne.esteri.it
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08Calendar of events
November - December

THE ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE, MELBOURNE
takes pleasure in hosting the

FEsTa di FinE anno 2008

THUrsdaY 11 dEcEmBEr 2008, 7.30Pm
at
THE iTaLian insTiTUTE oF cULTUrE
233 DOMAIN ROAD, SOUTH YARRA

To celebrate the end of 2008, the Italian Institute of Culture is 
organising a special performance featuring its students. Based on 
activities carried out over the year, a series of entertaining sketches 
will be presented. Furthermore, a sneak preview will be given of the 
2009 calendar of events. The evening will conclude with favourite 
Italian Christmas flavours
Free admission Light refreshments
Booking essential on (03) 9820 2054  by Monday 8 December
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UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF THE CONSULATE GENERAL OF ITALY,
MELBOURNE
THE ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE, MELBOURNE 
presents

iTaLian JaZZ in mELBoUrnE 2008

THUrsdaY 20 novEmBEr 2008, 7.45Pm-11.30Pm
at
BEnnETTs LanE JaZZ cLUB
25 BENNETTS LANE
MELBOURNE

Italian jazz is charmingly different. Its melodic interpretation of the 
jazz idiom gives it a smoother, more musical flow which makes it 
highly enjoyable. italian Jazz in melbourne showcases this less 
familiar but unique version of jazz to aficionados and new audiences 
alike. This year the event will take place in one of Melbourne’s premier 
jazz event venues, the Bennetts Lane Jazz club, located off Little 
Lonsdale Street between Exhibition and Russell Streets at the top end 
of the city.

To be compered by riccardo schirru, this year’s outstanding line up 
includes the mario Lattuada guitar duo, the rob severini Trio, 
and the Joe chindamo Trio

ProgrammE:

7.45pm-8.00pm Official Welcome

8.00pm-8.50pm Mario Lattuada Guitar Duo

9.10pm-9.55pm Rob Severini Trio

10.15pm-11.00pm The Joe Chindamo Trio

Free admission  
For bookings and further information please contact 
(03) 9820 2054 
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THE ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE, MELBOURNE
and
THE CONSULATE GENERAL OF ITALY, MELBOURNE

on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the birth of Anna Magnani, 
present a screening of

Luchino visconti’s 

BELLissima
starring anna magnani
(in Italian with English subtitles)

WEdnEsdaY 12TH novEmBEr 2008, 7.30Pm
at
THE iTaLian insTiTUTE oF cULTUrE
233 DOMAIN ROAD
SOUTH YARRA

When casting children’s roles, director Luchino visconti is said to 
have been besieged by clamouring mothers, each trying to attract 
his attention to their child with cries of Bellissima!. In his film of 
the same name, Visconti turned his experiences into art, with the 
famous Cinecittà studios as a backdrop.

anna magnani is maddalena, a screenstruck mother convinced 
of her daughter Maria’s star potential. Dreaming of a better life for 
her family she invests everything, including her last penny, into the 
dream that her daughter will be discovered at an open casting. From 
a story by cesare Zavattini, Magnani gives a bravura performance 
in which she is, alternately, a proud, protective and instinctively wise 
mother, who is ready to run the risk of losing the savings that mean 
a better home for her family in order to provide unselfishly a career 
for her youngster. 

The screening will begin with a brief introduction by dr andrea 
rizzi, Cassamarca Senior Lecturer and Head of Italian Studies, 
University of Melbourne (in English)

Free admission      
Light refreshments

rsvP essential 
by 10 november 2008
on (03) 9820 2054

THE ITALIAN INSTITUTE OF CULTURE, MELBOURNE
and
THE CONSULATE GENERAL OF ITALY, MELBOURNE

on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the birth of Anna Magnani, 
present a screening of

Paolo Pasolini’s
 
mamma roma 
starring anna magnani
(in Italian with English subtitles)

WEdnEsdaY 5TH novEmBEr 2008, 7.30Pm
at
THE iTaLian insTiTUTE oF cULTUrE
233 DOMAIN ROAD
SOUTH YARRA

anna magnani is mamma roma, a middle-aged prostitute who 
attempts to extricate herself from her sordid past for the sake of her son. 
Filmed in the great tradition of Italian neorealism, mamma roma offers 
an unflinching look at the struggle for survival in post-war Italy, and 
highlights director Pier Paolo Pasolini’s lifelong fascination with the 
marginalized and dispossessed. Though banned upon its release in Italy 
for obscenity, today mamma roma is considered a classic: a glimpse at 
a country’s most controversial director in the process of finding his style 
and a powerhouse performance by one of cinema’s greatest actresses.

anna magnani was born in Rome. She was brought up in poverty 
by her maternal grandmother in a slum district of the city. After some 
education at a convent school, she enrolled at Rome’s Academy of 
Dramatic Art and sang in nightclubs and cabarets to support herself. Due 
to her work in nightclubs, the actress was dubbed the Italian edit piaf. 
She had worked in films for almost 20 years before gaining international 
renown as pina in roberto rossellini’s neorealist milestone roma, 
Cittá aperta (Rome, Open City, 1945). In Italy and gradually elsewhere 
she soon became established as a star, and although she lacked the 
conventional beauty and glamour usually associated with the term, she 
smouldered with seething earthiness and volcanic temperament.

The screening will begin with a brief introduction by dr andrea rizzi, 
Cassamarca Senior Lecturer and Head of Italian Studies, University of 
Melbourne (in English)

Free admission      
Light refreshments

rsvP essential by 
2 november 2008 
on (03) 9820 2054


